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(57) ABSTRACT 

A laser array and a re?ection surface of a rotary polygonal 
mirror are set in an afocal and conjugate relation by a 
collimator lens. The re?ection surface of the rotary polygo 
nal mirror and a scanning position of a peripheral surface of 
a photosensitive drum are set in an afocal and conjugate 
relationship by ?rst and second cylinder mirrors. Therefore, 
plural light beams emitted from light emission points of the 
laser array are made incident on and de?ected by the 
re?ection surface of the rotary polygonal mirror, in a parallel 
state and Without forming an angle With respect to the 
subscanning direction. The plural light beams are then 
incident on the peripheral surface of the photosensitive drum 
in a parallel state and focused thereon. Accordingly, boW 
difference and pitch deviation are decreased regardless of an 
interval betWeen light emission points for output of the 
respective light beams. 

10 Claims, 13 Drawing Sheets 
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FIG.13 
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LIGHT SCANNING METHOD AND LIGHT 
SCANNING DEVICE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of Invention 

The present invention relates to a light scanning method 
and a light scanning device, and more particularly to a light 
scanning method in a light scanning device Which de?ects 
plural light beams emitted from a light source by re?ection 
surfaces of a de?ector, and simultaneously main-scans by 
the plural light beams de?ected by the de?ector a surface to 
be scanned, and to a light scanning device. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Image recording apparatuses for recording images by 

light beams such as laser printers and electronic photocopi 
ers are Widely used. In such image recording apparatus, a 
photosensitive material is scanned by a light beam by means 
of a light scanning device. 

In the light scanning device, generally, the light beam 
emitted from the semiconductor laser is modulated accord 
ing to image data, and, via a collimator lens or the like, is 
incident on the re?ection surfaces of a rotary polygonal 
mirror rotating at a predetermined speed. 
By rotation of this rotary polygonal mirror, the light beam 

is de?ected While its incident angle is being changed 
continuously, and the light beams scans the photosensitive 
material. The light beam re?ected by the re?ection surfaces 
of the rotary polygonal mirror is guided to the photosensitive 
material via an f6 lens, a cylinder mirror (or cylinder lens), 
and the like, and scans the photosensitive material at a 
constant speed and is focused on the photosensitive material. 
As a result, an image is eXposed and recorded on the 
photosensitive material. 

Recently, to meet the need for higher speeds of image 
forming apparatus, improvements in the scanning speed of 
the light scanning device have been desired. As a technology 
for improving the speed of a light scanning device, the 
simultaneous scanning method has been knoWn in Which 
plural scanning lines are scanned simultaneously by one 
scanning by using plural light beams. 

In designing the optical system of the light scanning 
device of this simultaneous scanning system (hereinafter 
called plural-beam scanning optical system), the boW dif 
ference and pitch deviation betWeen the plural light beams 
must be considered. FIG. 9 shoWs boW difference occurring 
in the case of scanning With tWo light beams, and FIG. 10 
shoWs pitch deviation When scanning With tWo light beams. 
In the diagrams, the broken line indicates an ideal scanning 
line position, and the solid line represents an actual scanning 
line position. 

The boW difference means changes in the interval 
betWeen tWo light beams in the subscanning direction 
depending on the scanning position in the main scanning 
direction, due to a difference in the curvature of the scanning 
lines formed by the light beams. The pitch deviation means 
Widening or narroWing of the interval betWeen scanning 
lines When tWo light beams are scanned simultaneously in a 
state in Which the interval in the subscanning direction 
betWeen the light beams deviates from a prescribed value. 
When scanning plural scanning lines simultaneously in one 
scanning by using plural light beams, if such boW difference 
or pitch deviation occurs, the image becomes uneven in the 
subscanning direction, and the image quality is loWered. 
Such boW difference and pitch deviation must be suppressed 
in order to obtain image output of high image quality. 
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2 
Generally, boW difference and pitch deviation are more 

likely to occur the further the plural beams are apart from the 
optical aXis of the optical system. Conventionally, the plural 
beams Were usually only tWo or at most four beams Which 
Were arranged in a roW. When the light emitting points 
outputting the respective light beams Were arranged in a roW 
at the light source, even if the interval betWeen the actual 
light emission points Was Wide (see distance “a” in FIG. 11), 
by inclining the entire light source obliquely in the subscan 
ning direction, the interval betWeen light emission points in 
the subscanning direction could be apparently narroWed (see 
distance “b” in FIG. 11), and deviation of the plural beams 
from the light source could be kept small. It Was therefore 
relatively easy to decrease the boW difference and pitch 
deviation. 

HoWever, When the number of beams Was further 
increased to further improve the speed, if the boW difference 
and pitch deviation Were decreased by inclining the light 
source in the subscanning direction, on the contrary, the 
problem arose that the plural beams Were Widely apart in the 
mainscanning direction. Speci?cally, When the plural beams 
Were apart in the main scanning direction, since the timing 
of each beam scanning a same point in the main scanning 
direction Was different, the required buffer memory capacity 
for aligning the piXel positions in the main scanning direc 
tion increased, and a problem arose that the Width of the 
re?ection surfaces of the rotary polygonal mirror in the main 
scanning direction had to be increased substantially. 

According to the technology disclosed in Japanese Patent 
Application Laid-Open (JP-A) No.5-294005, by disposing 
beams in a tWo-dimensional arrangement by using a VCSEL 
(Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser Diode) as the light 
source, even if the number of beams is increased, the beams 
are prevented from greatly moving aWay from the optical 
aXis of the optical system. HoWever, in the case of the light 
source having light emission points disposed in a tWo 
dimensional arrangement, unlike the conventional one-roW 
arrangement light source, the interval betWeen light emis 
sion points in the subscanning direction cannot be appar 
ently narroWed by inclining the entire light source, and 
hence it is desired to solve the problems of boW difference 
and pitch deviation optically. So far, several methods have 
been proposed for reducing the boW difference or pitch 
deviation optically. 

Technology for Reducing BoW Difference 
1) Using a f sin 6 lens: JP-A No. 1-163717 
2) Reducing the subscanning direction lateral magni?ca 

tion rate of an optical system: JP-A No. 2-54211, JP-A No. 
9-281421 

3) Canceling mutual boW differences occurring at plural 
positions: JP-A No. 2-129614, JP-A No. 8-118725 

4) Specifying intersecting positions of plural beams: J P-A 
No. 6-18802, JP-A No. 7-209596, JP-A No. 9-274152 

5) Limiting tolerance of boW difference: JP-A No. 
6-202019 

6) Balancing subscanning direction image plane curvature 
and boW difference: JP-A No. 7-199109 

7) Using an aspherical lens: JP-A No. 1-180510, JP-A No. 
8-297256, JP-A No. 9-33850, JP-A No. 9-146030, JP-A 
No.10-333069, JP-A No. 11-84285 

8) Aligning plural beams in the boW direction: JP-A No. 
10-68898, JP-A No. 10-293260 

Technology for Reducing Pitch Deviation 
1) Making plural beams incident, in parallel, onto the 
surface to be scanned: JP-A No. 7-209596, JP-A No. 
9-274151 
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Thus, various technologies for reducing either one of boW 
difference and pitch deviation have been proposed, but in an 
actual light scanning device of a simultaneous scanning 
system, both boW difference and pitch deviation must be 
suppressed. Of the aforementioned technologies, only the 
technology disclosed in JP-A No. 7-209596 refers to both 
boW difference and pitch deviation. 

The technology disclosed in JP-A No. 7-209596 is as 
shoWn in FIG. 12. Light beams 104, 106 emitted from laser 
diodes 100, 102 are incident on a rotary polygonal mirror A 
through a collimator lens 108 and a cylindrical lens 110. 
After the light beams 104, 106 incident on the rotary 
polygonal mirror A are re?ected by the re?ection surfaces of 
the rotary polygonal mirror A, they pass through an anamor 
phic motion compensation optical system (MCO) 112, 114 
having an f0 lens, a cylindrical lens, and a cylindrical mirror, 
and leave the light scanning device in a state parallel to the 
system aXis (optical system optical axis) 116. That is, 
occurrence of boW difference and pitch deviation is sup 
pressed by making the main eXit beam of the light scanning 
device have a telecentric pro?le. 

The cause of occurrence of boW difference in the plural 
beam scanning optical system is, as mentioned above, that 
the light beam does not pass through the optical aXis of the 
light beam. More speci?cally, the folloWing tWo factors 
eXist. 

Light beams are incident on a rotary polygonal mirror 200 
at an angle With respect to the subscanning direction 
(see FIG. 13). 

Light beams pass outside of the optical aXis of an f0 lens 
202 When passing through the f0 lens 202 having poWer 
in the subscanning direction, or the beams enter the f0 
lens 202 at an angle With respect to the subscanning 
direction (see FIG. 14). 

In the technology disclosed in JP-A No. 7-209596, the 
interval betWeen the light emission points (interval betWeen 
laser diodes 100, 102) of the semiconductor laser array used 
as the light source is as narroW as 25 pm. Thus, there is no 
need to consider the angle in the subscanning direction on 
the rotary polygonal mirror A of the tWo light beams 104, 
106 and the f0 lens of the anamorphic motion compensation 
optical system 112, 114, and both boW difference and pitch 
deviation can be decreased. 

HoWever, as is clear from FIG. 12, since the tWo light 
beams 104, 106 are incident on the rotary polygonal mirror 
A at different angles in the subscanning direction, When the 
interval betWeen light emission points in the subscanning 
direction is large, the incident angle in the direction of the 
light beam on the rotary polygonal mirror A is large, and a 
boW difference occurs due to de?ection by the rotary polygo 
nal mirror A. Further, since the light beams 104, 106 are 
incident at an angle outside of the optical aXis of the f0 lens 
(the anamorphic motion compensation optical system), if the 
interval betWeen light emission points is large, similarly, a 
boW difference occurs. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention has been devised to solve the above 
problems, and it is an object thereof to present a light 
scanning method and light scanning device capable of 
decreasing the boW difference and pitch deviation, regard 
less of the interval in the subscanning direction betWeen 
light emission points for output of beams, When scanning 
simultaneously by using plural beams. 

To achieve this object, a ?rst aspect of the invention is a 
light scanning method comprising the steps of: (a) making 
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4 
plural light beams emitted from a light source incident at 
least onto re?ection surfaces of a de?ector in a mutually 
parallel state in a direction orthogonal to a main scanning 
direction; (b) de?ecting the plural light beams by the de?ec 
tor; and (c) focusing the plural light beams de?ected by the 
de?ector on a surface to be scanned, With an afocal relation 
betWeen the re?ection surfaces of the de?ector and the 
surface to be scanned in the direction orthogonal to the main 
scanning direction. 
Asecond aspect of the invention is a light scanning device 

Which de?ects plural light beams emitted from a light source 
by making the light beams incident on re?ection surfaces of 
a de?ector, and scans the surface to be scanned simulta 
neously by the plural light beams de?ected by the de?ector, 
the device comprising: (a) a ?rst optical system for making 
the plural light beams incident at least onto the re?ection 
surfaces of the de?ector in a mutually parallel state in a 
direction orthogonal to a main scanning direction; and (b) a 
second optical system for focusing the plural light beams, 
Which Were de?ected by the de?ector, onto a surface to be 
scanned, With an afocal relation betWeen the re?ection 
surfaces of the de?ector and the surface to be scanned in the 
direction orthogonal to the main scanning direction. 

According to the ?rst and second aspects of the invention, 
in the direction orthogonal to the main scanning direction 
(hereinafter called the subscanning direction), plural light 
beams are incident on the re?ection surfaces of the de?ector 
in a mutually parallel state (the light beams are not parallel 
light, but have the same advancing direction). That is, When 
the plural light beams are incident on the re?ection surfaces 
of the de?ector, their optical aXes are mutually parallel in the 
subscanning direction, thereby preventing occurrence of 
boW difference due to de?ection by the de?ector. 

Moreover, since the re?ection surfaces of the de?ector 
and the surface to be scanned are in an afocal relation (light 
beams are incident thereon and eXit therefrom in a parallel 
state), the plural light beams de?ected by the de?ector are 
incident on the surface to be scanned in a parallel state. Thus, 
by setting such an afocal relation, for example, When the 
light beams pass through an f0 lens, occurrence of boW 
difference from the re?ection surfaces of the de?ector until 
the light beams are incident on the surface to be scanned can 
be suppressed, and also occurrence of pitch deviation at 
times When there is ?uctuation in the distance betWeen the 
re?ection surfaces of the de?ector and the surface to be 
scanned can be suppressed. 

That is, according to the ?rst and second aspects of the 
invention, occurrence of boW difference and pitch deviation 
at the time of scanning the surface to be scanned simulta 
neously by plural light beams can be suppressed (or 
decreased). 

In a third aspect of the invention, the light source emits the 
plural light beams in a mutually parallel state, and the ?rst 
optical system may sets an afocal and conjugate relation 
betWeen the light source and the re?ection surfaces of the 
de?ector. 

In this case, the ?rst optical system comprises a collimator 
lens for making the light beams emitted from the light source 
as divergent luminous ?uX into substantially parallel lumi 
nous ?uX, and a cylinder lens having poWer for condensing 
in the direction orthogonal to the main scanning direction, 
and focusing the light beams made into substantially parallel 
luminous ?uX by the collimator lens as a line Which is long 
in the main scanning direction on the re?ection surfaces of 
the de?ector. The collimator lens and cylinder lens may be 
disposed such that the focal position at the light beam 
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advancing direction downstream side of the collimator lens 
substantially coincides With the focal position at the light 
beam advancing direction upstream side of the cylinder lens. 

For correcting the tilt of the re?ection surfaces of the 
de?ector simultaneously, the second optical system may 
focus the plural light beams de?ected by the de?ector on the 
surface to be scanned While setting a conjugate relation 
betWeen the re?ection surfaces of the de?ector and the 
surface to be scanned. 

In this case, the second optical system comprises an f6 
optical system having poWer for condensing only in the 
main scanning direction, a ?rst cylinder optical system 
having poWer for condensing in the direction orthogonal to 
the main scanning direction, and a second cylinder optical 
system having poWer for condensing in the direction 
orthogonal to the main scanning direction. The ?rst cylinder 
optical system and second cylinder optical system are dis 
posed such that the focal position at the light beam advanc 
ing direction doWnstream side of the ?rst cylinder optical 
system substantially coincides With the focal position at the 
light beam advancing direction upstream side of the second 
cylinder optical system. 

The poWer of the ?rst cylinder optical system for con 
densing in the direction orthogonal to the main scanning 
direction may be smaller than the poWer of the second 
cylinder optical system for condensing in the direction 
orthogonal to the main scanning direction. 

The light source may be a VCSEL array having plural 
light emission points disposed in a tWo-dimensional arrange 
ment. 

Therefore, the present invention results in the excellent 
effect of decreasing the boW difference and pitch deviation, 
regardless of the subscanning direction interval of light 
emission points for output of beams, When scanning simul 
taneously by using plural beams. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic structural diagram of an image 
forming apparatus comprising a optical scanning system 
according to an embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW shoWing details of the 
structure of the light scanning device according to the 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a diagram shoWing an example of an arrange 
ment of light emission points in a laser array. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram shoWing an optical system of 
the light scanning device according to the embodiment of 
the present invention (an optical system from the laser array 
to a photosensitive drum in a case in Which tWo cylinder 
mirrors are used). 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram shoWing an example of an 
optical system from the laser array to the photosensitive 
drum in a case in Which one cylinder mirror is used. 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram shoWing an optical system from 
re?ection surfaces of a rotary polygonal mirror to a photo 
sensitive drum in a case in Which the object side focal 
position of ?rst cylinder mirror and the re?ection surfaces of 
the rotary polygonal mirror coincide. 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram shoWing an optical system from 
re?ection surfaces of the rotary polygonal mirror to the 
photosensitive drum in a case in Which the distance from the 
re?ection surfaces of the rotary polygonal mirror to the ?rst 
cylinder mirror is shorter than the object side focal length of 
the ?rst cylinder mirror. 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram shoWing an optical system from 
re?ection surfaces of the rotary polygonal mirror to the 
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6 
photosensitive drum in a case in Which the distance from the 
re?ection surfaces of the rotary polygonal mirror to the ?rst 
cylinder mirror is longer than the object side focal length of 
the ?rst cylinder mirror. 

FIG. 9 is a diagram for explaining boW difference. 
FIG. 10 is a diagram for explaining pitch deviation. 
FIG. 11 is a diagram for explaining a technique (of a prior 

art) for decreasing the boW difference and pitch deviation 
When using a light source having light emission points 
arranged in a roW. 

FIG. 12 is a block diagram shoWing a structure of an 
optical system for optically decreasing the boW difference 
and pitch deviation in the prior art. 

FIG. 13 is a diagram for explaining factors for causing 
boW difference due to de?ection by a rotary polygonal 
mirror. 

FIG. 14 is a diagram for explaining factors for causing 
boW difference due to transmission through an f6 lens. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Referring noW to the draWings, an example of a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention is described in detail 
beloW. 

FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic structure of image forming 
apparatus 10. As shoWn in FIG. 1, the image forming 
apparatus 10 is covered With a casing 12. 
An image forming section 14 is disposed in the casing 12. 

The image forming section 14 includes a cylindrical pho 
tosensitive drum 16 rotating at a constant speed in the 
direction of arroW A shoWn in FIG. 1, and a light scanning 
device 18 for emitting light beams, While scanning, toWard 
the photosensitive drum 16 (see arroW B in FIG. 1) on the 
basis of desired image data (gray scale image data in the 
present embodiment in Which the image forming apparatus 
10 is designed to form monochromatic images). 
A charger 20 is disposed in a vicinity of the peripheral 

surface of the photosensitive drum 16. The charger 20 
charges the photosensitive drum 16 uniformly. The photo 
sensitive drum 16 uniformly changed by the charger 20 
rotates in the direction of arroW A, and is irradiated With 
light beams from the light scanning device 18. Thus, a latent 
image is formed on the peripheral surface of the photosen 
sitive drum 16. 

In the rotating direction of the photosensitive drum 16, at 
the doWnstream side from the position of irradiating light 
beams by the light scanning device 18, a developer 22 for 
supplying toner to the photosensitive drum 16 is disposed, 
facing the circumferential surface of the photosensitive 
drum 16. The toner supplied from the developer 22 is 
applied to the portions irradiated With light beams from the 
light scanning device 18 As a result, a toner image is formed 
on the peripheral surface of the photosensitive drum 16. 

In the rotating direction of the photosensitive drum 16, at 
the doWnstream side from the location of the developer 22 
(a position beneath the axial center of the photosensitive 
drum 16), a charger for transfer 24 is disposed, facing the 
circumferential surface of the photosensitive drum 16. This 
charger for transfer 24 transfers the toner image formed on 
the circumference of the photosensitive drum 16, onto paper 
30 guided in betWeen the photosensitive drum 16 and 
charger for transfer 24 from a paper tray 26 or manual feed 
tray 28. 

In the rotating direction of the photosensitive drum 16, at 
the doWnstream side from the location of the charger for 
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transfer 24, a cleaner 32 is disposed, facing the circumfer 
ential surface of the photosensitive drum 16. By this cleaner 
32, the toner remaining on the circumference of the photo 
sensitive drum 16 after transfer is removed. 

The paper 30 on Which the toner image is transferred is 
conveyed in the direction of arroW C. In the conveying 
direction of the paper 30 at the doWnstream side from the 
photosensitive drum 16, a ?xer 38 including a pressing roller 
34 and a heating roller 36 is disposed. The ?xer 38 heats and 
presses the conveyed paper 30 having the toner image 
transferred thereon, and fuses and ?xes the toner. That is, by 
?xing process at the ?xer 38, a desired image is recorded on 
the paper 30. After the ?xing process and recording of 
image, the paper 30 is discharged into a discharge tray 40. 

The structure of the light scanning device is further 
described beloW. FIG. 2 shoWs a detailed structure of the 
light scanning device 18. 
As shoWn in FIG. 2, the light scanning device 18 has a 

semiconductor laser in array form (laser array) 50. As the 
de?ector, there is a rotary polygonal mirror 52 of a regular 
polygonal shape (a regular hexagon in the present 
embodiment) having plural re?ection surfaces 52Aprovided 
at the side surfaces thereof. The rotary polygon mirror 52 is 
rotated at high speed in the direction of arroW D by a motor 
(not shoWn in the draWings). 

The laser array 50 is a VCSEL having plural light emis 
sion points 54 disposed in a tWo-dimensional arrangement. 
FIG. 3 shoWs an example of this laser array 50. As shoWn in 
FIG. 3, the laser array 50 consists of a total of 36 light 
emission points 54 disposed in a tWo-dimensional 
arrangement, that is, six in the main scanning direction and 
six in the subscanning direction at speci?c intervals. The 
light emission points 54 arranged in the main scanning 
direction are shifted by one step each in the subscanning 
direction, Which one step is equal to the distance betWeen 
tWo light emission points 54 adjacent in the subscanning 
direction divided into six equal sections. That is, as far as the 
subscanning direction is concerned, a light emission point 
54 is disposed at each step. By thus shifting the light 
emission points 54 in the subscanning direction, all light 
emission points 54 can scan different scanning lines (so that 
36 scanning lines can be scanned simultaneously). 

From each light emission point 54 of the laser array 50, 
a light beam LB modulated according to desired image data 
is emitted. Since the laser array 50 is a VCSEL, plural light 
beams LB are emitted in parallel (not as parallel light, but as 
light beams having the same advancing direction). 
At the doWnstream side in the advancing direction of the 

plural light beams LB emitted from the light emission points 
54, as shoWn in FIG. 2, a collimator lens 56, an aperture 58, 
a cylinder lens 60, and a mirror 61 are disposed sequentially. 
The plural light beams LB emitted from the light emission 
points 54 pass through the collimator lens 56, aperture 58, 
cylinder lens 60, and mirror 61, and reach the rotary polygo 
nal mirror 52. 

The collimator lens 56 transforms the plural light beams 
LB emitted from the light emission points 54 from divergent 
light to substantially parallel light, and converges the light 
beams to intersect at the focal position at the image side of 
the collimator lens 56 (light beams advancing direction 
doWnstream side). 

The aperture 58 is disposed at the image side focal 
position of the collimator lens 56. The plural light beams LB 
transformed into substantially parallel light by the collimator 
lens 56 pass through the aperture 58, and are shaped at the 
same time. At the location of the aperture 58, since all light 
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8 
beams LB intersect, shaping by the aperture 58 is the same 
for all light beams LB. 
The cylinder lens 60 has poWer only in the subscanning 

direction, and the plural light beams LB converge in the 
subscanning direction individually by the cylinder lens 60, 
and are re?ected by the mirror 61, and guided to the rotary 
polygonal mirror 52. 

The cylinder lens 60 is also disposed such that the object 
side (light beam advancing direction upstream side) focal 
position of the cylinder lens coincides With the location of 
the aperture 58, and such that the image side focal position 
is located on the re?ection surface 52A of the rotary polygo 
nal mirror 52. 
By disposing the cylinder lens 60 in this Way, the laser 

array 50 and the re?ection surface 52A of the rotary polygo 
nal mirror 52 are set in an afocal and conjugate relation in 
the subscanning direction. Therefore, the plural light beams 
LB are individually focused as linear images on the re?ec 
tion surface 52A of the rotary polygonal mirror 52 in the 
subscanning direction, and also are incident, in parallel in 
the subscanning direction, on the re?ection surface 52A of 
the rotary polygonal angle 52 Without forming an angle in 
the subscanning direction With respect to the re?ection 
surface 52A of the rotary polygonal mirror 52. 
The plural light beams incident on the rotary polygonal 

mirror 52 are de?ected by rotation of the rotary polygonal 
mirror 52 While the incident angle of the light beams on each 
re?ection surface 52A is changed continuously. As a result, 
the plural light beams LB are emitted While scanning the 
surface of the photosensitive drum 16 simultaneously in the 
direction of arroW E (main scanning direction). 

In the advancing direction of the light beams LB re?ected 
by the re?ection surfaces 52A of the rotary polygonal mirror 
52, there is an f6 lens 62 composed of ?rst lens 62A and 
second lens 62B, having poWer only in the main scanning 
direction. By this f6 lens 62, the scanning speed becomes 
uniform When the photosensitive drum 15 is irradiated With 
each light beam LB. 
At the doWnstream side in the advancing direction of the 

light beam from the f6 lens 62, a ?rst cylinder mirror 64A 
having poWer only in the subscanning direction is disposed. 
In the re?ecting direction of the light beam LB by the ?rst 
cylinder mirror 64A, a second cylinder mirror 64B having 
poWer only in the subscanning direction is disposed. By the 
?rst cylinder mirror 64A and second cylinder mirror 54B, 
each light beam LB is guided to the photosensitive drum 16, 
and focused on the circumferential surface of the photosen 
sitive drum 16. 
The ?rst cylinder mirror 64A and second cylinder mirror 

64B are disposed so that the image side focal position of the 
?rst cylinder mirror 64A and the object side focal position of 
the second cylinder mirror 64B coincide With each other 
(that is, the optical path length betWeen the tWo mirrors is the 
sum of the focal length of the ?rst cylinder mirror and the 
focal length of the second cylinder mirror). Thus, the re?ec 
tion surface 52A of the rotary polygonal mirror 52 and the 
scanning position on the peripheral surface of the photosen 
sitive drum 16 are in an afocal and conjugate relation in the 
subscanning direction. 

HoWever, the ?rst cylinder mirror 64A and second cylin 
der mirror 64B are both required to have a positive poWer 
(that is, a condensing poWer, and the greater this poWer, the 
shorter is the focal length). In a positive-negative or 
negative-positive combination, an afocal and conjugate rela 
tion cannot be established. Note that in the folloWing 
explanation, both the cylinder mirror 64A and the cylinder 
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mirror 64B are called the cylinder mirror 64 if it is not 
required to distinguish between the ?rst and second cylinder 
mirrors 64A, 64B particularly. 

The operation of the present embodiment is explained 
below with reference to FIG. 4. 

Plural (36 arranged in the subscanning direction) light 
beams emitted from the light emission points 54 of the laser 
array 50 are made into substantially parallel light by means 
of the collimator lens 56, shaped by the aperture 58, and 
converge in the subscanning direction by means of the 
cylinder lens 60, and are incident on the re?ection surfaces 
52A of the rotary polygonal mirror 52. The plural light 
beams incident on the rotary polygonal mirror 52 are 
de?ected by rotation of the rotary polygonal mirror 52. 
At this time, since the laser array 50 and re?ection surface 

52A of the rotary polygonal mirror 52 are in an afocal and 
conjugate relation, the plural light beams emitted from the 
light emission points 54 are incident on the re?ection 
surfaces 52A of the rotary polygonal angle 52, in a mutually 
parallel state (in the same advancing direction), and without 
forming an angle in the subscanning direction with respect 
to the re?ection surfaces 52A of the rotary polygonal mirror 
52. That is, the plural light beams are incident on the 
re?ection surfaces 52A of the rotary polygonal mirror 52 in 
a manner parallel to the optical aXis L1 of the optical system 
of the light scanning device 18. As a result, occurrence of 
bow difference due to de?ection of the light beams LB on 
the rotary polygonal mirror 52 can be suppressed. 

The plural light beams LB de?ected by rotation of the 
rotary polygonal mirror 52 enter the f0 lens 62 in a mutually 
parallel state. The plural light beams LB entering the f0 lens 
62 are controlled to have an uniform scanning speed when 
the light beams are scanned onto the peripheral surface of 
the photosensitive drum 16. This f0 lens 62 has power only 
in the main scanning direction, and bow difference is not 
caused if the plural light beams LB pass through the f0 lens 
62. 

The plural light beams passing through the f0 lens 62 are 
focused on the circumferential surface of the photosensitive 
drum 16 by the ?rst cylinder mirror 64A and second cylinder 
mirror 64B having power only in the subscanning direction. 
That is, the plural light beams LB are focused on the 
circumferential surface of the photosensitive drum 16 with 
out bow difference arising. 
When focusing by one cylinder mirror only, as shown in 

FIG. 5, since plural beams are incident on the photosensitive 
drum 16 in a non-parallel state, pitch deviation may occur 
due to ?uctuations in the distance between the peripheral 
surface of the light scanning device 18 and photosensitive 
drum 16. However, as mentioned above, by using two 
cylinder mirrors, that is, the ?rst cylinder mirror 64A and 
second cylinder mirror 64B, since the re?ection surface 52A 
of the rotary polygonal mirror 52 and the scanning position 
of the circumferential surface of the photosensitive drum 16 
are in an afocal relation, the plural beams are incidennt on 
the circumferential surface of the photosensitive drum 16 in 
a parallel state, and occurrence of pitch deviation can be 
suppressed. 

Thus, according to the present embodiment, an images of 
36 scanning lines can be written by scanning the circum 
ferential surface of the photosensitive drum 16 simulta 
neously with 36 light beams, while suppressing occurrence 
of bow difference and pitch deviation. 

Further, in order to correct the tilt error of the plural 
re?ection surfaces 52A of the rotary polygonal mirror 52 
(that is, to correct the plane tilt), generally, a conjugate 
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relation is set between the re?ection surface 52A of the 
rotary polygonal mirror 52 and the scanning position on the 
circumferential surface of the photosensitive drum 16. In 
this case, this conjugate relation is satis?ed at the same time. 
That is, plane tilt correction can be achieved simultaneously. 
The writing density (scanning line interval) at this time is 

eXplained hereinafter by use of speci?c numerical examples. 
In the present embodiment, the laser array 50 is used in 
which a total of 36 (=6><6) light emission points 54 are 
disposed in two-dimensional arrangement, consisting of siX 
at intervals of 30 pm in the main scanning direction and siX 
at intervals of 30 pm in the subscanning direction. The light 
emission points 54 arranged in the main scanning direction 
are shifted by 5 pm each in the subscanning direction. That 
is, in the subscanning direction, the light emission points 54 
are disposed at intervals of 5 pm, and 36 light beams LB are 
emitted from the laser array 50 at intervals of 5 pm in the 
subscanning direction. 

In this laser array 50, the light emission point interval 
between both ends of the subscanning direction is 180 pm. 
That is, the distance between the both end beams is 180 pm. 
This is a value with which it is dif?cult to decrease the bow 
difference and pitch deviation simultaneously in the optical 
system in the prior art. 
The focal length of the collimator lens 56 is 25 mm and 

the focal length of the cylinder lens is 100 mm. Therefore, 
when the light beams are incident on the rotary polygonal 
mirror 52, the beam interval of the plural beams in the 
subscanning direction is multiplied by four (=100/25). 
The optical path length between the rotary polygonal 

mirror 52 and the photosensitive drum 16 is 360 mm, and the 
relation with the focal length of the ?rst cylinder mirror 64A 
and second cylinder mirror 54B disposed therebetween is as 
shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Optical 
path length Optical Optical 
between path path length 

Focal rotary length between 
length Focal polygonal between second 
of length of mirror and ?rst and cylinder 
?rst second ?rst second mirror and 

cylinder cylinder Conjugate cylinder cylinder photosen 
mirror mirror magni?- mirror mirrors sitive drum 
(mm) (mm) cation (mm) (mm) (mm) 

130 68.77 —0.529 78.2 198.8 83.0 

As shown in Table 1, since the conjugate magni?cation 
between the rotary polygonal mirror 52 and the photosen 
sitive drum 16 is 0.529 (=68.77/130), the multiplication in 
the subscanning direction of the entire optical system of the 
light scanning device 18 is 2.116 (=4><0.529). Therefore, 
when the plural light beams emitted from the laser array at 
the subscanning direction interval of 5 pm are focused on the 
photosensitive drum 16, the image can be written at intervals 
of 10.58 (=5><2.116), that is, 2400 dpi (image writing density 
in subscanning direction). 

Thus, in the present embodiment, if the subscanning 
direction distance between plural beams emitted from the 
light source is long (180 pm), the bow difference and pitch 
deviation can be suppressed, and the image can be written at 
high speed and high writing density (240 dpi) by scanning 
simultaneously with plural light beams. 
The cylinder mirror 64 (especially the second cylinder 

mirror 64B) is disposed after the rotary polygon mirror 52 in 
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the direction in which light advances, and re?ects the 
de?ected and scanned light beams, and is hence large in 
length. For reducing the siZe of the light scanning device 18, 
it is desired to shorten the length of the cylinder mirror 64, 
and it is necessary for this purpose to dispose the cylinder 
mirror 64, especially the second cylinder mirror 64B, apart 
from the photosensitive drum 16 as far as possible. 

Besides, if the second cylinder mirror 64B is close to the 
photosensitive drum 16, the beam diameter on the mirror is 
small, and ?aws or stains on the mirror surface may have 
effects on the focusing state of the light beams LB (?aws or 
stains appear in an enlarged manner). To decrease the effects 
of ?aws or stains, it is preferred that the second cylinder 
mirror 64B be disposed apart from the photosensitive drum 
16 as far as possible. On the other hand, for reducing the siZe 
of the image forming apparatus 10, it is desired that the light 
scanning device 18 and the photosensitive drum 16 be 
disposed as closely to each other as possible, and there may 
be a limit to the distance (the optical path length) between 
the rotary polygonal mirror 52 and the photosensitive drum 
16. 

Accordingly, without changing the distance (optical path 
length) between the rotary polygonal mirror 52 and the 
photosensitive drum 16 and the conjugate magni?cation 
(writing density in the subscanning direction), eXamples of 
changing the distance (optical path length) between the 
second cylinder mirror 64B and the photosensitive drum 16 
are shown in Table 2. In the examples shown in Table 2, the 
optical path length between the rotary polygonal mirror 52 
and the photosensitive drum 16 is 360 mm, and the conju 
gate magni?cation between the rotary polygonal mirror 52 
and photosensitive drum 16 is —O.5. 

TABLE 2 

Optical Optical 
path length Optical path length 

Focal between path between 
Focal length rotary length second 
length of polygonal between cylinder 
of ?rst second mirror and ?rst and mirror and 
cylinder cylinder Conjugate ?rst cylinder cylinder photosensi 
mirror mirror magni?- mirror mirrors tive drum 

No (mm) (mm) cation (mm) (mm) (mm) 

1 100 50 —0.5 180346633 150 29.65337 
2 110 55 —0.5 150.346633 165 44.65337 
3 120 60 —0.5 120346635 180 59.65337 
4 130 65 —0.5 90.346638 195 74.65336 
5 140 70 —0.5 60.346641 210 89.65336 
6 150 75 —0.5 30.346644 225 104.6534 

In Table 2, in eXample No. 3, the focal length (120 mm) 
of the ?rst cylinder mirror 64A and the optical path length 
(120.346635 mm) between the rotary polygonal mirror 52 
and ?rst cylinder mirror 64A are substantially equal to each 
other. Further, the focal length (60 mm) of the second 
cylinder mirror 64B and the optical path length (59.6533 
mm) between the second cylinder mirror 64B and the 
photosensitive drum 16 are substantially equal to each other. 

In this case, as shown in FIG. 6, the light beams LB 
emitted from the ?rst cylinder mirror 64A are substantially 
parallel light in the subscanning direction. In the following 
explanation, the focal length of the ?rst cylinder mirror 64A 
at this time is F1, and the focal length of the second cylinder 
mirror 64B is F2. 

As in eXamples No. 4, 5, 6, when the focal length of the 
?rst cylinder mirror 64A is longer than F1, the optical path 
length between the rotary polygonal mirror 52 and the ?rst 
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cylinder mirror 64A is shorter than the focal length of the 
?rst cylinder mirror 64A, and the optical path length 
between the second cylinder mirror 64B and the photosen 
sitive drum 16 is longer than the focal length of the second 
cylinder mirror 64B. In this case, as shown in FIG. 7, the eXit 
light from the ?rst cylinder mirror is divergent light, and the 
optical path length between the second cylinder mirror 64B 
and the photosensitive drum 16 is longer than F2. 
On the other hand, as in eXamples No. 1, 2, when the focal 

length of the ?rst cylinder mirror 64A is shorter than F1, the 
optical path length between the rotary polygonal mirror 52 
and the ?rst cylinder mirror 64A is longer than the focal 
length of the ?rst cylinder mirror 64A, and the optical path 
length between the second cylinder mirror and the photo 
sensitive drum 16 is shorter than the focal length of the 
second cylinder mirror 64B. In this case, as shown in FIG. 
8, the eXit light from the ?rst cylinder mirror is condensed 
light, and the optical path length between the second cylin 
der mirror 64B and the photosensitive drum 16 is shorter 
than F2. 

Thus, by selecting the relation between the object side 
focal position of the ?rst cylinder mirror 64A and the 
re?ection surface 52A of the rotary polygonal mirror 52, that 
is, by changing the convergent state of the light beams 
emitted from the ?rst cylinder mirror 64A, the optical path 
length of the second cylinder mirror 64B and the photosen 
sitive drum 16 can be adjusted without changing the optical 
path length and conjugate magni?cation (writing density in 
the subscanning direction) between the rotary polygonal 
mirror 52 and the photosensitive drum 16. In other words, in 
order to focus the light beams on the circumferential surface 
of the photosensitive drum 16 by using two cylinder mirrors, 
that is, the ?rst and second cylinder mirrors 64A, 64B, it is 
possible to adjust the optical path length between the pho 
tosensitive drum 16 and the cylinder mirror (second cylinder 
mirror 64B). 

If the optical path length or conjugate magni?cation 
between the rotary polygonal mirror 52 and the photosen 
sitive drum 16 is changed, by changing the convergent state 
of the light beams emitted from the ?rst cylinder mirror 64A, 
the optical path length between the second cylinder mirror 
64B and the photosensitive drum 16 can be adjusted. 

However, as in the present embodiment, if the f0 lens 62 
does not have power in the subscanning direction, in order 
to decrease the image curvature in the subscanning direction 
to an eXtent that does not present problems in practice, it is 
desired to set the conjugate relation of the rotary polygonal 
mirror 52 and the photosensitive drum 16 in a reducing 
system (conjugate magni?cation <1), that is, the focal length 
of the second cylinder lens is shorter than the focal length of 
the ?rst cylinder lens 60. 

In this eXample, the optical system is composed of the f0 
lens, ?rst cylinder mirror and second cylinder mirror, but the 
present invention is not limited to this eXample. Instead of 
the f0 lens, an f0 mirror may be used, or at least one of the 
?rst and second cylinder mirrors may be replaced by a 
cylinder lens. 

In the present embodiment, the light scanning device 18 
according to the invention is used in the image forming 
apparatus 10, but the present invention is not limited to this 
embodiment alone. The present invention may be applied to 
any image forming apparatus for forming an image by 
scanning light beams. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A light scanning method comprising the steps of: 
(a) making plural light beams emitted from a light source 

incident at least onto re?ection surfaces of a de?ector 




